Jaguar Boot the Boot competition: 19.11.11
The chance to win the use of a Jaguar and two Manchester City FC corporate
hospitality tickets. The winner can choose their preferred model, whether that
be the Jaguar XK- the perfect sports car, the Jaguar XF, the ultimate in sporting
luxury, or the luxurious Jaguar XJ with its unmistakable styling and versatility –
subject to availability.
Entrants must be aged over 18, however only entrants over 28 who have held a
driving licence valid in the UK for 5 years or more and have no more than 6
penalty points are eligible to win the use of a Jaguar. Therefore an entrant over
18 years of age, but under 28 years of age, that is the overall winner, can
nominate the recipient of the use of the Jaguar car providing that this person is
aged 28 or over, has held a driving licence valid in the UK for 5 years or more and
has no more than 6 penalty points Please see below for full terms and conditions.
Full Terms and Conditions for ‘Jaguar Boot the Boot’
1. The prize is the use of any current Jaguar excluding the XKR-S, for the duration
of a week. Hospitality tickets will be subject to availability.
2. The competition will take place at the Etihad Stadium, Manchester on Saturday
19th November.
3. The prize is subject to availability, non-transferable, non-refundable, with no
cash alternative and must be taken within 12 months of the draw taking place.
4. In order to win the use of a Jaguar the entrant must be aged 28 or over, have
held a driving licence valid in the UK for 5 years or more and have no more than
6 penalty points. A copy of the licence will be required prior to confirming
booking arrangements. The winner can nominate one additional driver who
must also meet the criteria. The winner and any nominated driver will be
required to sign and be subject to the terms and conditions of Jaguar's Vehicle
Loan Agreement.
5. The date, model and specification of the chosen vehicle is subject to
availability. The loan of the vehicle includes insurance, arranged by Jaguar, to
cover this car for the duration of the loan. The vehicle will be delivered and
collected at a pre-arranged location within the UK (mainland only, excludes
locations offshore), courtesy of Jaguar Cars Limited. The winner must be present
at delivery and collection of the vehicle to sign relevant documentation. The
vehicle will be delivered fully fuelled. Any additional fuel required over the
duration of the loan will be the responsibility of the winner and will not be
payable by Jaguar. The insurance cover included in the prize is subject to a £250
excess in respect of any damage to the vehicle during the loan period. This
excess will be payable by the end user in the event of an accident / incident
which alters the condition of the vehicle from delivery to collection.
6. Entries are limited to one per person.

7. No employees or suppliers of Jaguar Cars Limited, its retailer network and
associated companies or their families will be eligible to take part in the prize
draw.
8. No employees or suppliers of Manchester City Football Club and associated
companies or their families will be eligible to take part in the prize draw.
9. The competition is in two Stages
i)

Stage 1: A Fans’ Challenge where entrants need to guess the number of
footballs inside a Jaguar that will be situated in City Square, Etihad
Stadium, Manchester. The 3 entrants who have guessed the number of
balls closest to the actual total number will then be invited to take part
in Stage 2. If there are a number of correct guesses, or closest guesses,
3 winners will be chosen at random from all the correct, or nearest
guess, entries.

ii)

Stage 2: Each of the 3 winners from Stage 1 will be given 2 attempts to
successfully kick the supplied football into the boot of a Jaguar car
parked at the side of the pitch at the Etihad Stadium, Manchester. The
winner will be the person who gets the most balls in the boot. In the
event of a draw, the winner will be the person who successfully kicked
the supplied football into the boot of the car first. A coin will be tossed
to determine who goes first. If nobody manages to break the tie in the
allocated time a coin will be tossed to determine who the winner is.

iii)
11. Jaguar Cars Limited's decision is final and no correspondence will
be entered into concerning this prize.
12. When entering the competition, you acknowledge that your name and e-mail

address (the “Personal Data”) will have been made available to the Jaguar Cars
and Manchester City Football Club Limited.
All Personal Data held and used by the Manchester City Football Club Limited
will be held and used in accordance with the Club’s privacy policy (which can be
found at http://www.mcfc.co.uk/Common/Privacy) and the Data Protection Act
1998. By providing your Personal Data you agree that Manchester City Football
Club Limited may use your Personal Data, and permit selected third parties to
use your Personal Data, to provide you with information about goods and
services which may be of interest to you. You also agree that we may contact you
by post, telephone, SMS or email in this regard. If you do not wish to be kept
informed of goods and services in this way, please write to Manchester City
Football Club, Etihad Stadium, Etihad Campus, Manchester, M11 3FF or call 0870
062 1894.
13. Jaguar Cars Ltd may use any information you provide to conduct marketing
analysis and inform you about Jaguar products and services. To do this we may
contact you by post, telephone, SMS or email. Your data will be treated in

accordance with European legal provisions. Your information will only be
disclosed to Jaguar Cars Ltd, its affiliated or associated companies, agencies,
dealers and companies providing services for your benefit. If you wish to view,
update or rectify the data you have voluntarily given us, please contact us on
0800 70 80 60. If you do not wish to be kept informed of new products, services
and promotions please tick here
14. The winner's name and county will be available on request by sending a
stamped self addressed envelope marked 'Jaguar Prize draw' and including the
details of which prize draw it is for, to: Laura Tucker, 53G/27/3, Jaguar UK NSC,
Building 523, Warwick, CV35 ORR

15. Booking process will be advised when the winner is confirmed.
16. Jaguar Cars Limited reserves the right to feature the name, photographs and
location of the prize winner in future promotions and prize draws.
17. By entering the draw, all entrants will be deemed to have accepted and have
agreed to be bound by these Terms and Conditions.
18. This promotion may not be used in conjunction with other Jaguar Cars
Limited promotions.
18. The Promoter is Jaguar Cars Limited, Abbey Road, Whitley, Coventry CV3
4LF.
Promoter: Jaguar Cars Limited, Abbey Road, Whitley, Coventry, CV3 4LF.

